ABSTRACT

Relatively little is known about how unions affect employers because of a lack of data and research at the level of the firm. The little evidence available suggests that the effects are complex and go well beyond the effects associated with higher wages. In particular, a better understanding of the role that unions play in providing training and greater attachment to the employer is needed. To the extent that public policy decisions make it more difficult for unions to organize employees, they reduce the competition that nonunion employers feel and reduce the incentives for these firms to maintain good human resource practices. Public policy decisions that make it more difficult for unions that provide extensive training, such as in the skilled trades, to retain their members may eventually make it impossible for those unions to provide training because they will be unable to recoup the costs through dues. Recommendations include (1) research at the firm level that will investigate the mechanisms through which union coverage affects the management of workers and the behavior of the organization as a whole; (2) consideration of costs in policy decision making; (3) unions as active partners in government training programs, especially for displaced workers; (4) where unions represent occupations where skills are general and employers therefore have no incentive to provide training, encouragement of union participation in training and more government training grants for that purpose. (51 references) (CML)
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Union Goals:

Unions ultimately exist to serve the interests of their membership. Yet in the process of serving those interests, unions also influence the quality of the labor force, the efficiency of labor markets, and the effectiveness of employee management. The public has an interest in these effects, and perhaps the best way to summarize that interest is simply to ask: Do unions make the economy more or less effective? There are certainly other areas where the public interest in unions may be keen, such as general concerns about justice and employee rights, and there is no effort here to put forth efficiency issues as necessarily being the most important effects of unions. Yet in contrast to some of these other goals where interest in society may conflict (between unions and management of employee rights, e.g.), there appears to be a clear consensus that we need to find ways to make the economy more competitive and that everyone would benefit from such developments. Even serving their private interests, unions and their members need an economy that is efficient in order to provide jobs with good wages and working conditions.

Of course, it would be wrong to imply that all efforts to increase the competitiveness of an economy are necessarily desirable. Some may at least suggest tradeoffs against other important interests. For example, costs and prices could be reduced if everyone in the U.S. gave
up their vacations, took pay cuts, and worked longer hours for no additional pay yet few people advocate such a change.

Assessing the effects of unions is a counterfactual exercise and requires making a comparison about the situation in their absence. The difficulty with this comparison in practice is that researchers often make the comparison not with what actually occurs where unions are not present but with a stylized model of how things should be. One could imagine that there are an infinite number of such models and that a wide range of conclusions could be generated simply by the choice of model. Because most of the research on the effects of unions is done by economists, the model often chosen is the free market, or more accurately, a perfect market model.

Certainly it does not seem appropriate to judge the functions of a real institution by comparing it to an abstract model. And it becomes even less appropriate as the model becomes more abstract. There are those, for example, who argue that the labor market is best understood as a set of efficient markets with perfect information where all optimal employment policies are instantaneously known and applied. Freeman and Medoff (1981) describe a branch of the literature which asserts a priori that unions must not have any effects on unit labor costs because if they did, perfect product markets would have driven their employers out of business. Comparisons with such models do not seem to be useful, and comparisons here will be based on comparisons with the existing nonunion sector.
The Economy:

The modern period of unionism in the U.S. can be traced to the New Deal and the rise of industrial unions. In the beginning of that period, unions had an explicit role in macroeconomic policy. By enforcing contracts on wages and other issues affecting labor costs, they helped prevent cost and price cutting which were seen as one of the key factors driving the Great Depression (Piore 1981). They were also seen as providing a counterbalance to the interests of the large industrial enterprises which often acted like oligopolies and ignored the interests of other groups (Galbraith 1978). Finally, through their demands and the exercise of bargaining power, unions improved working conditions and standards of living not only for their members but also for workers in unorganized sectors. In order to try to keep unions out of their firms, nonunion employers adopted many of the gains secured by unions within their industries. These "spillover" effects are especially clear between the organized and unorganized plants within the same firm, but they are also documented for the economy as a whole (Kahn 1980).1

Over time, the importance of these roles had begun to erode. The interest in supporting costs and prices disappeared after World War II when the economy recovered from the Depression. By the 1970's, inflation had become the national concern, and union wage demands were associated with at least some of the cost-push inflation. Union wage setting had now become a problem rather than a benefit.

The New Deal advocates of unions had seen them as the most important mechanism for handling the interests of workers. Unions would
represent the interests of workers and pursue improvements through collective bargaining, establishing an American model of industrial democracy where there would be little need for government intervention in employment matters, or so the argument went. But the exclusivity of that role also began to erode in part because such a large proportion of the workforce remained unorganized, declining from a peak of about 35 percent to present estimates as low as 16 percent of the workforce. As a result, demands for changes in conditions at work were increasingly pressed through legislation and government action in order to address the concerns of the majority of workers who were unorganized. It is important to note that unions played crucial roles supporting the passage of much of the protective legislation concerning employment issues (equal employment laws, safety and health, etc.). And part of the more recent union emphasis on legislation has come about because unions have been less successful at protecting the interests of their members through collective bargaining. But at least some of that legislation was also directed in part against the failure of unions in their role as worker representatives (e.g., the pension reform legislation was motivated in part by abuses of union pension funds). Legislation and government action increasingly became an alternative method for addressing worker concerns and in some respects a substitute for the union model.

The rise of foreign competition and the recession of the 1980’s also helped reduce two other traditional roles for labor. As low-wage foreign competitors took increasing shares of our markets, pundits began to point to the high cost of U.S. producers as the cause (rather than
the depressed wages abroad), and the wage increases associated with unions, especially in manufacturing, took a disproportionate share of the blame. The high standard of living of union workers now appeared to be a problem rather than a benefit. Similarly, as U.S. industries declined in the face of foreign competition, especially from Japan and what appeared to be its government-supported export policies, it became more difficult to picture American firms as monoliths which required counterbalancing by strong unions and easier to see them as organizations in need of help. We should point out, of course, that individual employees still need as much protection as ever from these employers as they move to address increasing competition by cutting labor costs and stepping up labor productivity.

Events in the 1980's may revive one of the more important roles for trade unions in the economy, however, and that is to protect standards of living for workers. As inflation declined through the mid-1980's, attention began to focus on real wages and standards of living. Real wages had declined since the early 1970's and continued to decline even through the economic expansion of the 1980's. They rose less fast than productivity growth and also lagged behind increases in profits. At the same time, attention began to focus on changes in the distribution of income and what some saw as the decline of the middle class, a group often associated with union jobs (at least the better paid union jobs). The fact that union wages actually grew more slowly during this period than did those in the nonunion sector (see Current Wage Developments, 1981-1987) suggests that unions were no longer able to provide a spur to standards of living and, indeed, their relative
decline may have helped restrain wages in the nonunion sector. If real wages and the standard of living are to regain their old levels and grow in the future, it may require stronger unions operating in their traditional collective bargaining role.

There are two other macro-economic concerns about the effects unions may have on efficiency. The first is the potential misallocation of labor resources in the economy caused by the distortions that union wage settlements impose on labor costs. Briefly, because union jobs receive premiums above market rates, less labor is supposedly employed in those jobs, those functions are performed by less efficient substitutes (capital or other forms of labor), and the economy is distorted. Recent estimates of the costs of this distortion put it as low as 0.02 percent of Gross National Product (DeFina 1983), a negligible figure. The second concern is with strikes. Although it takes two parties to have a strike, the fact that there are no measurable strikes in the nonunion sector (although there may be job actions such as slowdowns, sabotage, etc. that do not get reported) means that strike costs are attributed to unions as well. Research by Neumann and Reder (1984) suggests that the costs to the economy of strikes is negligible and has declined since their study because the strike rate has declined and because management's ability to maintain production during strikes with replacement workers, e.g., has increased substantially.
Within the Firm:

Most of the research concerning the effects of unions has focused within the firm, e.g., how wages and other conditions of employment differ in facilities where workers are represented by unions as compared to those that are nonunion. The great methodological difficulty with this approach is, of course, that unions do not set wages and working conditions unilaterally. They are set through collective bargaining with the employer and therefore also reflect characteristics of the employer and their interests; the fact that bargaining takes place against the status quo of the terms and conditions that management had in place before the workforce was organized is but one obvious manifestation of this relationship. Given this problem, it is impossible to ascribe differences in conditions to unions unless the characteristics of employers can be held constant.

The assumption in much of this literature is that all other differences across employment settings can be controlled for so that only the difference due to union status remains. It is very difficult to imagine how this can be the case given that the data are typically at the industry level of aggregation (almost never below the firm-level), so that all the basic differences associated with how a firm is managed remain. For example, there is every reason to believe that unions target firms for organizing based on the probability of success; the firms unions select for organizing should be systematically different from other firms, and the ones where they are successful should also be different. The very fact that a union gets into an organization may suggest that the organization is fundamentally different from nonunion
firms. One such difference is that such firms probably had poorer employee relations and more workforce dissatisfaction than other firms.

The second criticism of this assumption is that once unionized, firms are no longer managed in the same manner even in those areas that are outside of collective bargaining and direct union influence. Kochan and Verma (1984) show how one company systematically shifted investment away from its unionized facilities toward its nonunion plants. Connolly, Hirsch, and Hirschey (1986) find evidence that unionized firms have lower investment in research and development; Acs and Audretsch (1987) find that unionized firms in manufacturing make fewer innovations which ultimately lead to new products; Bronars and Deere (cited in Addison and Hirsch 1989) find that unionization is associated with a whole range of reduced investment including lower advertising expenditures.

The fact that firms systematically reduce investment -- both capital and, apparently, entrepreneurial skill -- in unionized facilities no doubt contributes to the overall finding that profit levels and returns on equity are lower where unions are present. Addison and Hirsch (1989) survey some 16 studies and conclude that profit levels are lower in unionized firms. The question, however, is whether that should be attributed to unions. Certainly some of the proximate decisions affecting profitability, such as investment and managerial effort, are beyond the union's control. Indeed, it could be that lower levels of investment were what caused the firms to be organized in the first place, possibly because of the adverse effects on employee relations (such as job security).
One could argue that management was forced to reduce investment once a plant was unionized because it somehow knew that unionization would make the plant less efficient. Whether the firm knew this in an objective sense -- as in experience with other unionized facilities -- or simply assumed it is much more than a semantic issue here. It is very difficult to ever test this once firms begin to reduce investment because the cycle then is self-fulfilling; once a facility is organized, management reduces investment, and the facility soon experiences lower profitability or efficiency. More importantly, all of this research begs the fundamental question about the effect unions actually have on the way organizations are managed. What is the mechanism through which unions influence the way firms are run: Is that mechanism independent of the effects associated with management's reaction to unions?

Given these difficulties, it is nevertheless useful to see what previous studies of the effects of unions on firms have found. The first econometric by Brown and Medoff (1978) used data across industries and found that unionization was associated with higher hourly labor costs but also higher productivity; the latter offset the former so that unionization was associated with approximately a 20 percent reduction in unit costs. Clark (1980) controls for much of the exogenous differences noted above by focusing his analysis on a single industry (cement) and by measuring productivity in physical units. He finds that productivity in unionized facilities was as much as 10 percent higher. Clark (1980a) takes this study a step further with an analysis of cement companies that went from nonunion to organized. This before-and-after study is by far the best methodology for controlling the exogenous differences that
might be associated with union status because these are the same firms, and it appears to be the only such study. Here, productivity rose by as much as 8 percent after the firms were unionized. Allen (1984) looks within the construction industry and finds that unionized firms are also more productive.

There are, however, other studies which find that unionization is associated with lower productivity; Bemmels (1987) in manufacturing, Lovell, Sickles and Warren (1988) for economy-wide data, for example (see Hirsch and Addison 1986 for a survey). One striking difference between the studies that draw these two different conclusions lies with the periods that they examined. Studies showing gains associated with unions tend to be based on data before the mid-1970's while studies showing lower productivity include data since then when management's resistance to unions increased. Allen (1988), for example, now finds that union construction companies are no longer more productive than are nonunion firms, and he notes that one reason for this may be because of the growing strength and sophistication of nonunion firms relative to their union counterparts in their ability to secure skilled workers.3

Reasons for Differences in Productivity:

As noted above, the problem with most of the studies of unions and profitability or productivity is that they lack explanatory relevance -- mechanisms through which unions could produce these effects are generally not examined. The impediments to reduced labor costs and overall performance in the union sector are reasonably obvious. Unions raise wage and benefit levels. They also impose restrictions on
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management's use of labor -- so-called "restrictive work rules." Not everyone agrees on what counts as "restrictive," however. Any limit on hours worked or restrictions on conditions which, for example, affect safety is an impediment to lower costs. Certainly there are some work rules that do seem an unnecessary burden on efficiency -- make-work rules which require excessive manning levels. Such rules are quite rare now, however, and as McKersie and Hunter (1971) noted, even these rules can be eliminated through collective bargaining where the productivity gains are shared with the workers.

Mechanisms through which firm-level efficiency can be improved through the presence of a union have not been as clearly described. There have been examples where unions have been explicitly involved in efforts to improve firm productivity and where the mechanism is clear. In the garment industry, for example, the unions provided industrial engineers to rationalize production methods. The firms were too small and had insufficient resources to employ them on their own, although presumably some kind of employer association could in principle have done the same thing. Similarly, there are long histories of union/management productivity committees designed to solve problems by seeking solutions from the expertise of workers and ensuring their commitment to proposed changes (see the Cooke paper in this series). These committees could also operate in the absence of unions, although there are reasons to believe that they might not operate as well (see below).

Aside from this explicit involvement, arguments about how unions affect productivity -- for good or for bad -- have been lacking. One of
the earliest such arguments can be traced to Slichter (1942) who described the process through which union organizing and subsequent collective bargaining demands brought problem areas to the attention of management and forced them to be addressed. This is the so-called "shock effect." Kuhn (1985) presents a modern version of the argument by suggesting that unions provide a way of monitoring managers and a potential check on their poor performance (presumably supervisory managers). A related argument by Feller (1973) is that management itself has benefits from union rules by limiting the arbitrary and often damaging decisionmaking power of managers. Clark's (1980a) before-and-after unionization study finds some evidence for arguments of this kind, such as the fact that "bad" plant managers were replaced after union wins. There are, of course, alternative methods for discovering these problem areas, and the growth of nonunion, human resource systems which emphasize attitudinal surveys, for example, suggests that the potential for such shock effects from unions is reduced in better-managed firms.

Recent efforts have suggested that the higher labor costs associated with unions are a different kind of shock to which management must respond by finding greater productivity. Hirsch and Addison (1986, Chapter 7) argue, for example, that productivity gains tend to be higher in industries where the union wage premium is also higher.4 In other words, management finds a way to get productivity growth where unions create a greater need for it. But, of course, this does not help explain how they manage to get it.

There are other arguments which suggest that higher wages (relative to the labor market) may produce desirable effects. They
should attract more qualified workers, reduce the incentives to quit, and improve employee performance on the job -- reducing supervision and monitoring costs, for example -- because workers want to avoid being fired in order to keep these high wage jobs. These are "efficiency wage" arguments, and there is now a literature suggesting some empirical support for them. For example, wage premiums are associated with better quality workers (Weiss 1980), with reduced discipline (Cappelli and Chauvin forthcoming), and with lower turnover (Pencavel 1971). These effects may partially offset some of the costs associated with union wage premiums, but there is no evidence yet that efficiency benefits exceed the costs of higher union wages which are by definition above market-clearing levels in the efficiency models.

The more compelling mechanism, and the one that has received the most research attention, is Freeman and Medoff's (1984) argument about "voice." Basically, unions provide a mechanism for addressing workplace problems that would otherwise lead workers to exit or quit. Psychologists take this argument further and suggest that while workers may not quit, they may deal with perceived workplace problems by withdrawing through absenteeism or by putting less into the job (see, e.g., Adams 1963). Collective bargaining provides a mechanism for voicing collective problems while grievance procedures provide the mechanism for addressing the problems of individual workers.

There is evidence that quit rates and turnover are lower in unionized settings after controlling for the higher union wage rates (see Freeman 1980 and Blau and Kahn 1983). Ichniowski and Lewin (1987) summarize the literature on grievance procedures and conclude that these
procedures reduce turnover. The literature has not examined potential effects above the level of the individual in part because of the difficulty in securing such organizational data. (See Freeman and Medoff 1984 for reviews of the "voice" literature.) The behavioral literature does suggest that there can be clear gains associated with employee participation -- gains from soliciting the ideas of workers, increasing their commitment, etc. These gains tend to be much greater for direct participation as opposed to the representative variety provided by collective bargaining (see Strauss and Levine paper in this series), but unions also have an important role to play in direct participation programs such as quality of worklife programs. Specifically, they ensure that worker input is taken seriously and that the participation programs are not simply abandoned if they generate suggestions that are temporarily inconvenient for management (see Kochan et al., paper i. this series).

The process of collective bargaining may also provide some economic benefits to both unions and managements by making possible combinations of wage and employment levels that are preferred by both parties to the market combinations. The "efficient contracts" literature suggests that both sides would prefer a settlement with higher levels of employment at a given wage than would be possible in the absence of bargaining where the relationship would be determined by the employer's derived demand for labor. Union bargaining power can force a settlement off the employer's demand curve. Brown and Ashenfelter (1986) and Abowd (1987) find some limited empirical support for this notion.
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Perhaps a more important potential effect relates to the role that unions play in creating internal labor markets within a firm. Elbaum's (1984) study of the steel industry illustrates how unionization transformed it from one where employment was subcontracted to one based on an internal labor market with seniority hiring and long-term employment relations. One can think of internal labor markets as a system for holding workers within the firm through internal promotion, job security systems such as seniority layoffs, etc. Because they reduce turnover, which is costly in itself, internal labor markets also make it feasible for firms to provide training without losing the benefits through turnover (see below).

There is evidence that unionized industries tend to have higher levels of layoffs (Medoff 1979) in part because unions prevent wages from falling to adjust to declining demand so that all of the adjustment falls to employment. But unions have compensated for this through supplemental unemployment benefits which protect income and seniority-based recall rights so that the attachment to the firm continues even during temporary layoffs. On balance, it appears that unions do increase the attachment of workers to firms.

Another employment rule associated with unions and internal labor markets is to base pay in part on seniority. There are arguments which suggest that seniority-based pay is an efficient method of retaining workers by delaying the best pay until the end of one's career (Lazear 1979). In many cases, it may be difficult for firms to institute internal labor markets in the absence of unions. In production jobs, for example, where there are at least initially relatively few firm-
specific skills that bind workers to firms, the fact that other firms rely on the outside market means that if one's firm provides additional general training, it will be lost because other firms will hire such workers away. But if all firms in the external labor market have union-imposed internal labor market systems, then outside firms are not hiring from the external market, and the chances of losing employees is further reduced. The incentive to invest in training is therefore greater.

Most of these points about the potentially beneficial effects of unions on firms beg a very important question: If the arrangements associated with unions are beneficial to the performance of the firm, why don't firms undertake them voluntarily -- indeed, why do they resist unions and their demands so vociferously?

There are examples where nonunion firms have pursued at least some of the institutions associated with unions. Medoff and Abraham (1981), for example, find that seniority-based pay rules appear to operate even in nonunion firms that profess to base pay on performance. A better example might be grievance procedures which appear to be the program most desired by nonunion employees (Kochan 1979). Grievance procedures are relatively inexpensive, and there is evidence that they appear to provide substantial benefits to the organization in terms of their ability to address workplace problems. Surveys of nonunion firms find that roughly half have some written grievance procedure (typically without arbitration) for at least some of their employees -- whether that is a lot or a little depends on one's perspective (Lewin 1987). When asked why they have these programs, however, most respond that their motivation is to keep unions out (Freedman 1985). One reason for
management’s apparent lack of enthusiasm for grievance procedures despite their apparent benefits is because they make the manager’s job more difficult: they create a check on management’s decisions and provide a form of appeal which forces managers to be much more careful in their decisionmaking.

Further, it is not enough simply to have a grievance procedure on the books. It is also important to see how well it operates. In the absence of a union to protect employees, there is nothing except management’s good intentions to prevent retribution by managers against those employees who file grievances. The Lewin study finds some evidence which appears to suggest that management may have engaged in systematic retribution against employees who use grievance procedures.7

Management may object to unions and to at least some of the institutions associated with them for reasons other than possible effects on efficiency. We know from research on employee participation plans, for example, that programs which transfer some power and authority from management to workers are often severely resisted by management even though such programs appear on balance to have positive impacts on productivity (see Strauss and Levine in this series). The explanation quite clearly appears to be that these programs make management’s job more difficult: it is harder to manage in a system where power is shared than where one holds power unilaterally. While such programs may be in the interest of the firm as a whole, they may not be in the interest of individual managers and are therefore resisted by them. Certainly this appears to be one reason why grievance
procedures have not spread to the nonunion sector despite their apparent benefits.

What Management Wants:

One can get some idea of the aspects of union employment that management finds particularly burdensome by examining the concessions they demand from unions. In terms of collective bargaining structure, management has long objected to the practice of pattern bargaining which creates uniform contracts across firms regardless of ability to pay or other firm-specific considerations. Management rightly argues that greater flexibility might make possible agreements better suited to the interests of both sides. The most dramatic examples of this problem occur when struggling firms ask for labor cost concessions in order to cut costs, stay in business, and ultimately save jobs. In many cases, unions have not agreed to such concessions: jobs are lost, and the union is divided between the local, which argues hard for concessions, and the international, which opposes them. Unions hold out for fear that competitor firms will also demand them and erode all contracts in the industry. Certainly there is evidence that this has happened in industries such as airlines (see Cappelli 1987) and that firms may deliberately pursue a strategy of threatening selective plant closures in order to force concessions across all their plants (see Cappelli 1985). They also argue, with justification, that management cannot always be trusted to tell the truth about how serious its financial troubles are -- hence the demands for management to "open its books."
Management would prefer arrangements similar to those in Japan where unions are not linked across competitors but operate independently with each firm. The interests of such "enterprise" unions are obviously aligned very closely to those of the firm, reducing conflicts. Fortunately for management, the breakdown of pattern bargaining across firms has already produced collective bargaining along an enterprise pattern. With the exception of railroads, there is now no real industry-wide bargaining in the U.S. Union supporters rightly note that enterprise-type bargaining also has the disadvantage from their perspective of seriously reducing their bargaining power because it eliminates the monopoly wage -- a situation where all competitors have the same labor costs which reduces the pressure to cut those costs.

Perhaps management's most important objections are to the characteristics of union contracts. The long-term nature of these contracts certainly reduces the flexibility of firms and their ability to change and adapt to new developments. On the shop floor, contracts that narrowly define job duties -- so-called restrictive workrules associated with job control unionism -- are perhaps management's greatest concern.

Union supporters would counter that unions should not necessarily get all the blame for these contracts because they are the product of collective bargaining between unions and management. More importantly, there is nothing about unions per se that requires restrictive workrules. In fact, the narrow job rules typically originated through management efforts at introducing scientific management or "Taylorism." Unions enforce these rules simply as a device to protect job security in
the absence of other arrangements. Where management has been able to provide job security, they have also gotten freedom from such restrictions in union contracts (Cappelli and McKersie 1987). Unions do, however, resist aspects of flexibility that are associated with making jobs harder -- longer hours, faster work pace, etc. -- but some firms have even been able to secure these changes from unions in return for job security and an environment that creates commitment to the organization (see, e.g., accounts of NUMMI/UAW auto assembly relationship in Freemont, CA by Brown and Reich 1988). It is fair to say, however, that unions can slow down the pace with which changes are introduced in the workplace.

Management supporters often argue that it is possible to develop an alternative, nonunion system of employee relations which protects worker interests while increasing flexibility and the commitment of employees. Business Week (1981) described such systems as "the New Industrial Relations." They often include explicit job security, wage levels above community levels (albeit generally rural communities and below industry levels), greater responsibility for employees, broader jobs and more scope for initiative, etc. Such arrangements provide much of the protections of unions without the restrictions associated with unions.

It would seem that such arrangements should operate to the great advantage of the organization, although there is as yet little but anecdotal evidence to support that conclusion. Certainly some aspects of these systems have been shown to be suspect in other situations. For example, management routinely pushes for merit pay -- individualized pay
increases based on individual performance -- on the grounds that it should provide greater motivation and improve performance. Yet such programs routinely break down (see Foulkes 1980) because of conflicts between the interests of the individual and those of the organization.

The more interesting question is, if "the New Industrial Relations" is such an effective system, why has it not dominated arrangements in the nonunion sector? It is very difficult to know with any certainty what the average employee relations conditions are in the nonunion sector, but there clearly is a wide range of practices even in the same industries -- contrast the paternalism of Delta Airlines on the one hand with the aggressive, cost-cutting style of Continental Airlines, for example. Relatively few nonunion firms offer employees even some of the protections against arbitrary decisions associated with unions. Further, one reason employers pursue these progressive practices in their nonunion facilities is to keep unions out of those facilities (Fiorito et al. 1987). In the absence of the union threat, it is not clear whether firms would pursue "the New Industrial Relations."

**Training:**

The most important public policy function that unions have and one that is becoming increasingly important is to increase the level of training provided to its members. Training increases the effectiveness of employees and organizations. Employees appear to need additional training when organizations change, and many U.S. firms now go through reasonably continuous processes of transition. Further, there is
evidence that new technologies and new methods of organizing work require higher levels of skill from workers in order to be effective. In particular, firms that wish to become more flexible in their production methods need workers with more flexibility and skill (Piore and Sabel 1986). And there is also evidence of a skill shortage in the U.S.: many employers are having a hard time finding workers with the basic skills (general skills such as math and reading skills needed for entry-level jobs) needed to fill their jobs (see other papers). The lack of training and the shortage of skilled workers effects the strategies that firms can use to compete in their product markets. It is harder to produce in the flexible method described above and may force firms back to traditional mass production methods.

Part of the reason for the skill shortage lies in the nature of the market for skill. As Becker (1964) made clear, basic or general skills are equally useful to a variety of employers. Any individual employer will therefore be reluctant to pay to provide workers with these skills because other employers can come along and hire these employees away, getting all of the benefit of those skills without paying for them. The first employer then loses his entire investment in training.

Unions have played the central role as providers of training in many occupations where the skills are so completely general that no employer will provide the training. The most obvious examples are skilled trades such as electricians and carpenters. Unions provide these skills through apprenticeship programs, typically operated jointly with management, and in many cases certify the skills. It makes sense
for the unions to be involved in providing these skills because the union will have a long-term relationship with the worker (through membership) during which time the costs of the training can be recovered through dues. In order to operate in this fashion, however, unions must be able to prevent the skilled worker once trained from leaving the union (i.e., working for an unorganized employer).

The skilled trades examples above point out another contribution that unions can make to economic efficiency. Employment in occupations like skilled trades is often reasonably casual in part because the skills are so general. Unions organize these labor markets through hiring halls. Firms might be able to provide this coordinating function (e.g., the temporary help industry), but unlike such firms, unions are in a position to make investments in workers by providing training, etc. Again, the reason is because unions have a long-term relationship with the workers and a way to capture at least some of the gains from these human capital investments. There are unions outside of skilled trades which also perform some of these functions (e.g., for teachers). Indeed, some people suggest that casual employment relationships are on the rise (e.g., Pfeffer and Baron 1988), and the attempts by some occupations to create professional groups (human resource professionals) that would certify skills and provide training -- much as the American Medical Association or the Society of Automotive Engineers -- represents exactly the same phenomenon.

Unions also influence the provision of training within firms. As noted above, unions encourage the development of internal labor markets which provide a way for firms to keep workers and capture some of the
benefits from more general skills. Even beyond that, unions force firms through collective bargaining to increase the basic skills of the workforce. The importance of this role has become especially clear recently as firms have gone through large-scale restructuring and changes in technology that have demanded new skills (generally higher levels of basic skills) from their workers. The cheapest option for the firm would be to rely on the outside labor market -- layoff the existing workforce whose skills are inadequate and hire new workers with higher skill levels from the outside.

From a societal viewpoint, however, this process is not desirable first because it takes the low-skill workers and makes them unemployed; it is very difficult for such workers to find new jobs or to receive the basic skills necessary to find new jobs. Second, it merely bids up the price of skilled labor, making it very expensive if all firms follow similar approaches. The overall result would be to exacerbate considerably the division between the skilled workers, who would be very highly paid, and the less-skilled, who in the worst case would be unemployable. Further, the level of basic skills among the workforce would not improve.

What unions have done through collective bargaining is help press employers to retrain their existing workforces, creating the higher level of basic, general skills necessary for these new jobs. In the process, society is saved the costs of dealing with a group of largely unemployable job losers, and the costs to the firm of providing the training are at least reduced by avoiding a bidding war for skilled
workers. There are a series of examples now where unions have pressed firms to provide such retraining (see Ferman et al. forthcoming).

Unions play a similar role in securing retraining for workers who are going to be displaced. Once a firm has made the decision to close a plant and layoff workers, it has little financial incentive to do anything for those workers. Its relationship with them has ended, and there is no way to recoup any benefits from an investment in human capital. Unions at companies like Ford and GM have worked with management to provide extensive retraining and adjustment services to help displaced workers make the transition to new jobs. The GM/UAW program, for example, spends $100 million per year on training for jobs outside GM, a sum larger than the annual budget of many universities.

Training for the displaced could also be provided by the public sector or by community groups funded by the government, even if it is provided at the employer's location. The union nevertheless has a unique role because its relationship with the worker extends through the transition. In many cases, the workers retain membership after being displaced, and the union maintains a relationship with them through retraining and even after. So the continuity of the relationship is important.

It is certainly possible to argue that the kind of training costs outlined above are really society's problem and should not be pushed onto employers. The difficulty with that argument, however, is that no one else is willing at present to provide this kind of training, and in the absence of unions, there is every reason to believe less will be provided. Employers in the countries that compete most successfully
with the U.S. -- especially Japan and Germany -- play a larger role in training than do our own which suggests that greater employer-supported training is not necessarily a burden to competitiveness.

Conclusions:

We still know relatively little about how unions affect employers in large part because of a lack of data and research at the level of the firm. What evidence we do have suggests that the effects are complex and go well beyond the effects associated with higher wages upon which so much research has focused. In particular, we need a better understanding of the role that unions play in providing training and greater attachment to the employer. The arguments above lead to the following policy recommendations:

> We need more research at the firm level that will investigate the mechanisms through which union coverage affects the management of workers and the behavior of the organization as a whole. The research should consider a broad range of potential effects that unions can have.

> To the extent that public policy decisions make it more difficult for unions to organize employees, they reduce the competition that nonunion employers feel and reduce the incentives for these firms to maintain good human resource practices. Policymakers should consider these costs in their decisionmaking.
For unions that provide extensive training such as the skilled trades, public policy decisions that make it more difficult for them to retain their members (i.e., make it easier for workers to go to the nonunion sector) may eventually make it impossible for those unions to provide training because they will be unable to recoup the costs through dues. Again, this is an important costs that should be included in policy decisions.

Unions should be made an active partner in government training programs, especially for displaced workers.

Where unions represent occupations where skills are general and where employers therefore have no incentive to provide training, unions should be encouraged to help take up the training function. More government training grants should be made available for that purpose.

Ultimately, however, the importance of unions in society lies more in their noneconomic role, as a protector of worker rights and interests and as a means for employees to influence decisions at the workplace. The argument for unions may be persuasive even if we find that they impose costs on efficiency and workforce quality.
NOTES

1. It is also the case that by pushing up labor costs, unions reduce employment in the union sector. By adding job seekers to the nonunion sector, unions should have some negative effect on wages there. This effect appears to be negligible, however.

2. Levy (1987) suggests that family income did not decline in this period because so many more families added a second worker. He also argues that growth in the inequality of family income was less severe because of adjustments in family working habits (e.g., wives of wealthy families tended to drop out of the labor force and stay home).

3. This change over time is consistent with a model where employers worked to get rid of those unions that had become a disproportionate burden to productivity.

4. Addison and Hirsch (1989) argue that the presence of such a shock effect may be due to a selection bias. Only the most successful union firms adjust to this shock of higher labor costs. The others fail, dropping out of the sample, and making average union productivity higher. But such a selection effect also operates for the nonunion sector in that the least productive nonunion firms also go under.

5. While management could learn about problems from quits, especially if they used exit interviews, union voice provides a potentially more useful mechanism because it presents the views of more average workers (rather than weighting heavily those of problem workers as quits do) and provides that information in many cases before problems become acute.

6. They also conclude that more grievances are associated with lower productivity, but that conclusion does not suggest that grievance procedures per se reduce productivity. Rather, higher grievance rates seem to signal underlying problems in the workplace which reduce productivity. Ichniowsky (1986) finds, for example, that productivity is lower in the nonunion plant without grievance procedures when compared to union plants with them in the same firm.

7. Those who have used the procedure have lower performance evaluations and promotion rates than those who did not. Some managers have suggested that this result may be due to the fact that the introduction of grievance procedures caused them to change their evaluation and promotion procedures, but the assumption is still that those using grievance procedures are poorer employees.
8. It is possible to think of alternative methods of providing such skills. In theory, workers could borrow to pay for such training from schools, but imperfections in capital markets make it difficult to borrow sufficient amounts to pay for the complete training costs. Further, construction firms which are the main employers of the building trades often cannot provide the continuity of employment necessary for such training (see below). In practice, the programs are funded by employer's "cents per hour" contribution to the funds. Such contributions are in part the result of union bargaining power which could be used for other purposes (such as higher wages) and therefore is appropriately thought of as an investment by the unions.

9. By fostering internal labor markets among other employers, they also reduce the opportunities for workers to move elsewhere and take their training with them.

10. Because these skills are general, firms might not voluntarily retrain their own workers even when the premium for skill on the outside market exceeded the net cost of retraining unless there was some way for the firm to capture some of the benefits from its investment in general skills. Again, unions provide the internal labor markets which it is possible to retain employees and that investment. In such situations, unions and their internal labor markets make possible a less-costly acquisition of skill. Similarly, some firms might not provide training unless pushed by a union even where it would be cost-effective because of institutional resistance to taking on a new function like retraining.
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